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	3 -  COMMIT : The COMMIT command is the transactional command used to save changes invoked by a transaction to the database. The COMMIT command saves all transactions to the database since the last COMMIT or ROLLBACK command.
	Syntax:
	COMMIT;
	Syntax :
	ROLLBACK ;
	The basic meaning of the web resource is which can be identified. In other words web resource is the target of uniform resource locator. This is anything that can be named, addressed, identified; controlled, developed using a technique is called a web...
	The concept of a web resource is primitive in the web architecture, and is used in the definition of its fundamental elements. The term was first introduced to refer to targets of uniform resource locators (URLs), but its definition has been further e...
	In the early specifications of the web (1990–1994), the term resource is barely used at all. The web is designed as a network of more or less static addressable objects, basically files and documents, linked using uniform resource locators (URLs). A w...
	Examples for the web resource may include an electronic document, an image, a service (e.g., "today's weather report for New Delhi"), and a collection of other resources. Not all resources are network "retrievable"; e.g., human beings, corporations, a...
	Web Resources rely on a special handler that is named WebResource.axd, which is designed to retrieve assembly resources and serve them to the Web browser. The handler type for WebResource.axd is AssemblyResourceLoader.
	When a request comes in from the client for WebResource.axd, the handler looks for the Web Resource identifier in the QueryString method of the Request object. Based on the value of the Web Resource identifier, the handler then tries to load the assem...
	XML is a language defined by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C, at http://www.w3c.org), the body that sets the standards for the Web. As you know that earlier HTML was known as SGML. SGML appeared along with Netscape navigator with version 1.0. XML, ...
	When people refer to XML, they typically refer to XML and its related technologies (Fig-8.1). XML is a meta-language that describes the content of the document (self-describing data). It does not specify the tag set or grammar of the language.
	o Java = portable programs
	o XML = portable data
	Figure.8.1: XML and related Technologies
	8.3.1 Markup Languages
	8.3.2 What Does XML Look Like?

	Here's how this one works:
	I start with the XML processing instruction <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> (all XML processing instructions start with <? and end with ?>), which indicates that I'm using XML version 1.0 (the only version currently defined) and the UTF-8 char...
	8.3.3 Characteristics of XML
	o XML is extensible: XML allows you to create your own self-descriptive tags, or language, that suits your application.
	o XML carries the data, does not present it: XML allows you to store the data irrespective of how it will be presented.
	o XML is a public standard: XML was developed by an organization called the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) and is available as an open standard.
	8.3.4 XML usage
	o XML can work behind the scene to simplify the creation of HTML documents for large web sites.
	o XML can be used to exchange the information between organizations and systems.
	o XML can be used for offloading and reloading of databases.
	o XML can be used to store and arrange the data, which can customize your data handling needs.
	o XML can easily be merged with style sheets to create almost any desired output.
	o Virtually, any type of data can be expressed as an XML document.
	XML is a markup language that defines set of rules for encoding documents in a format that is both human-readable and machine-readable. Markup is information added to a document that enhances its meaning in certain ways, in that it identifies the part...
	Following example shows how XML markup looks, when embedded in a piece of text:
	<message>
	<text>Hello, world!</text>
	</message>
	This snippet includes the markup symbols, or the tags such as <message>...</message> and <text>...</text>. The tags <message> and </message> mark the start and the end of the XML code fragment. The tags <text> and </text> surround the text Hello, world!.
	8.3.5 XML vs HTML
	o XML basically separates contents (both data and language) from presentation; HTML specifies the presentation.
	o HTML explicitly defines a set of legal tags as well as the grammar (intended meaning) eg. <table> …………..</table>. On the other hand XML allows any tags or grammar to be used (hence called extensible).
	o Both are based on Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML)
	8.4.1 XML Declaration
	The XML document can optionally have an XML declaration. It is written as below:
	<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
	Where version is the XML version and encoding specifies the character encoding used in the document. This is known as file descriptor.
	8.4.2 Syntax Rules for XML Declaration
	o The XML declaration is case sensitive and must begin with "<?xml>" where "xml" is written in lower-case.
	o If document contains XML declaration, then it strictly needs to be the first statement of the XML document.
	o The XML declaration strictly needs be the first statement in the XML document.
	o An HTTP protocol can override the value of encoding that you put in the XML declaration.
	A namespace is a set of names in which all names are unique. For example, the names of my children could be thought of as a namespace, as could the names of California corporations, the names of C++ type identifiers, or the names of Internet domains. ...
	Namespaces make it easier to come up with unique names. Imagine how hard it would be to name your next child if the name had to be unique across the face of the earth. Restricting uniqueness to a more limited context, like my set of children, simplifi...
	8.5.1 Namespace Declaration

	o The first application of XML is to configure the various files which are necessary and used in J2EE architectures. As you know that servlet acts as a controller where web.xml file is used for the mapping.
	o It can be used in media for data interchange so that many formats of data support.
	o As you also know that today business-to-business (B2B) transactions on the web are widely used. It could also be done using XML only. Some well known transactions are: Electronic business orders (ebXML), Financial Exchange (IFX), and Messaging Exchange (•
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